You are not small
From Asia to Oceania Maharaji continues meeting locals - latest in another intimate
Australian event in the centre in Amaroo
WWWNP report by
Margaret Berman
And Jan Buchalter

The beautiful grounds at Amaroo, known around Brisbane
as the Ivory Rock Conference Center, was the host site for
this second event on the Australian tour.

[as recalled in notes
- due to transcripts
not available]

The lawns and trees are beautifully green at this time,
spring in flower, Lotus's blooming on the small pond, the
lake full, still and clear. The recent rains have made everything flourish on these 2000 acres of property.
The Amphitheater held about 1000 Australians who had
received Knowledge, and Maharaji obviously enjoyed this
chance to talk to both new and ‘old’ people and tell them
about the traps in explanations:
‘Philosophers are into explanations, institutions completely
built upon this, and thus the simple has become so convoluted.

…in the outskirts of Space on Earth the Ivory Rock is a mighty
sight in front of the Milky Way on a bright starry night in Amaroo

Maharaji’s words as recalled by WWNP reporters:
‘In Australia sometimes on the land, the Milky Way is very
visible at night. Looking at this vastness one could feel very
insignificant; all those questions come rolling in, for how
small you are in comparison to these galaxies.

Like…how you would like this statement said to you?:
There is a bee on your cheek! ... or: there is something yellow
hovering in the vicinity of your corporal body… well, what is
yellow, and – come, let us discuss this, sit down and I will
elucidate upon these very matters…
By the time this is going on, your cheek will be swollen three
times its size, because the bee has stung you.
Knowing this aspect of oneself, this beautiful soul that does
not age, this strength that only gets more firmly founded
within oneself, this Knowing that sails one through all the
problems is who we are, and it is illuminating, to be settled
in this experience.

I mean even the Earth itself is tucked away in some small
corner of space, way outside the milky way, and billions of
stars, billions of galaxies.
You, though, are not small. No, no, - you are a part of this
creation, and to feel the power of this, to feel how connected you are to all of life, that that light is not bound by
form, but suffuses throughout, connecting to the energy
that is at the heart of all existence.
Come back to that experience where your heart is touched,
where you are full, where you remember the preciousness of
your life, and the gift of this love that is within us. Such is
the most basic appreciation that can be felt within oneself.
Your light does not have to be this big lighthouse, or the
power of these lights that are so intensely bright they hurt
your eyes.
It can be just enough, just bright enough that it keeps your
way lit, so that you may see where you are.’
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Pain can lower your resistance,
and your clarity is usually the
first to go out the window, the
questions come tumbling in, the
doubt, the fear, what's going to
happen to me, etc. So don't
blow out the little lamp that
lights your way out of the darkness. Keep that safeguarded,
for that light will guard you
against not being able to see
your way through.
Some people are so used to
blowing out their birthday candles, that they start blowing out the lamp of Knowledge.
Don’t do that, for there are so many influences that want to
extinguish that light.
Remember Know Thy Self. Hear that voice.
Relatives, friends, associates all are having their say, but you
must be firm in your conviction.
We fight the wrong things. We need to fight to safeguard
our knowing, our commitment to that clarity, our firm resolve to find our peace within and to honor your own beauty
and worth and commitment.’
He mentioned that couples that expect things from each
other will never work. You need two strong complete human beings and then that support can manifest. The attraction of that will magnetize a partner to you, if that is
what you wish, but first you must stand solidly on your
own two feet.
‘So
trust
your
own
visions,
regardless
of the nay
sayers,
or
the
ones
who ridicule.
Visionaries
see what is
ahead, and
they must
forge
on,
being courageous enough to follow through and see it manifest into reality.’

Start from scratch
Highlights in expressions:

During expressions Maharaji made it clear that real change
is happening in the work to get his message out.
Prompted by another question, he moved to talk about
propagation and the organisation. Memorably, he said
that ‘fear is not a friend of propagation.’ We need enthusiasm, courage and lack of fear, and that fundamentally
things have to change.

In response to a question about the slow take-up of the
SAM programme, he responded that SAM was not taking
off as it was not yet loaded – that it needs the communities to get excited.
WOPG will start as a ½ hour show on cable TV & grow – to
eventually 24 hours: will be high definition, surround
sound, the quality will be spectacular, so that the channels
will want it and will pay us for it. He is working on a huge
campaign message with billboards: “Have you felt your
heart today’ – the look is a particular way so that from LA
to Tokyo it can be recognised as WOPG.
It was a revelation when he considered there was a possibility to start from scratch again. He remembered when he
first came to England, we had to borrow a car, the resources were very thin, and he was living in borrowed
houses. Compared to now, we have resources bit we
don’t use them enough. So much more can happen!
He mentioned that he sees enthusiasm and excitement in
the young people – they are right with him – but right now
there is no place for them to come through – it is gridlocked. ‘When you (i.e. the oldie veterans) hear ‘young’ don’t be afraid: the young people are not caught up in control or stupid bureaucracy – they are only caught up in the
vision, and it’s a love affair. And they will let you (i.e. oldies)
in too.
Now it’s time for a whole new day - to start from scratch. At
first I wondered: Is it possible? Should I? What would it
mean? And the more I thought about it, the more excited I
became, it goes against every trend – we need to work as a
team – are you part of the team?
Transparency will be paramount: you can trace your contribution: WOPG is now incorporated and set up, SAMs are in
place and there will be wonderful opportunities.
Be conscious, and hang
on to clarity in joy and
adoration and then everything is great. Watch it.
In times of plenty, that is
the time to think of
drought – preparation
has to happen in the time
of clarity.’
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